
EVENT GIFTING

RAY-BAN STYLES



The Hammitt & Stitch Gift Experience brings best-selling bags from 
two rapidly growing brands to your event. Hammitt bags marry
California cool with the timeless quality of premium leather. They’re 
functional, durable, and guaranteed with lifetime hardware repair. 

Inspired by the design and colors of vintage racing cars, Stitch took 
the success of their original club headcovers and released a line
of innovative travel bags that can be used on the course, on the go, or 
in the office. Each bag has unique features that are sure to make it your 
everyday go-to. 

HAMMITT TONY SMALL
LEATHER CROSSBODY BAG

Black/Gunmetal
SKU: TONYSML-BLK-GM

STITCH TRAVELER
BACKPACK

Navy
SKU: TBK-NVY

HAMMITT NASH SMALL 
LEATHER CLUTCH/WRISTLET

Black/Gunmetal
SKU: NASHSML2-BLACK

HAMMITT TONY SMALL
LEATHER CROSSBODY BAG

Black/Gunmetal/Red Zip
SKU: TONYSML-BLK-GMR

STITCH
BIRDIE BAG

Black
SKU: BB-BK

STITCH TRAVELER
BACKPACK

Black
SKU: TBP-BK

HAMMITT VIP MEDIUM
FUNCTIONAL LEATHER CLUTCH

Black/Gunmetal/Red Zip
SKU: VIPMED-BLK-GMR-ZIP

STITCH CLUBHOUSE
DUFFLE

Black
SKU: CD-BK

THE

COLLECTION



The Hammitt & Stitch Experience Delivers!

• A brand representative
• A branded gift station with complete set-up and tear-down of
  all elements, including:
     - Branded table skirt
     - Bag displays
     - Inventory
• Ample inventory to ensure each guest receives their first choice
• One inclusive price that covers:
      - Brand representative fee
      - Product cost
      - Freight to and from the event location
      - Handling fees
      - Re-stocking fees

See your representative for pricing and more details

We make event gifting easy with our 
all-inclusive on-site gift experience!
We believe in gifting premium products guests will continuously 
utilize via an experience they’ll never forget. A Hammitt & Stitch 
gift experience is a true high-end shopping experience, 
complete with an on-site brand representative that can provide 
information, answer questions, and make recommendations. 
Guests can select their favorite bag for a gift perfectly suited to 
their taste, style, and needs. 

We manage everything from start to finish, which means one less 
thing on your to-do list when planning the perfect event. From 
logistics to travel and gift distribution, our event team works 
together seamlessly to create a flawless experience for you and 
your guests.

That’s #eventgiftingmadeeasy! 

THE EXPERIENCE
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WEB REDEMPTION

Perfect for Large Groups, International Events, and Tighter Budgets

The sampling method allows your guests the ability to view the bags 
and select the piece they like the most, then receive their gift in the 
mail. An order template is provided which records your guests’ choice 
and shipping information.

A Hammitt & Stitch expert can also be included 
with this method.

See your representative for pricing and more details.

SAMPLING

Perfect for Large Groups, Room Drop Gifts, and International Events

This method provides an online shopping experience for 
your guests. Each guest will receive a unique code that gives them access 
to a webstore where they can shop for the 
bag of their choice.

Gifts are shipped directly to the guest at the address provided during 
checkout.

See your representative for pricing and more details.
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